Internet Resources

Search tools, websites and gateways for East Asian studies.

Internet resources

**Portals, bibliographies, catalogues & gateways**

*Asia Portal*
*BAJS - British Association for Japanese Studies*
*Bridge to Japan*
*China/Asian On Demand (CAOD)*
*China open access academic journals*
*Chinese Companies & Products*
*Chinese Studies Online – A Directory of Electronic Resources*
*CiNii Books* (Japan)
*Club Japan*
*Complete guide to Chinese medicine*
*CrossAsia*
*Digital Archive of Japan's 2011 Disasters*
*e-Dokusho* (Japan)
*EAJRS - European Association of Japanese Resource Specialists*
*European union catalogue of Japanese books*
*Guoxue* (China)
*Historic Music Database of the National Diet Library* (Japan)
*Historiographical Institute database, the University of Tokyo* (Japan)
*Hon.jp* (Japan)
*Huaxia wenming (Civilisation of China)*
*Internet Archive* (searchable by CJK characters)
*International Dunhuang Project: The Silk Road Online* (China)
*JAIRO – Japanese Institutional Repositories Online*
*Koreanstudies Information Service System (KISS)*
*Korea Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA)*
*NACSIS-CAT* (Japan)
*National Diet Library of Japan*
*National Library of China*
*National Library of Krea*
*National Science and Technology Digital Library* (China)
*Province Data Net* (China)
*Pubridge* (Japan)
*Research Access in Japanese Museums, Libraries and Archives (MLAs)*
*Resource Sharing System for the Humanities* (Japan)
*Shashi Wiki* (Database of Japanese Company Historiy Books in North America)
*Subject Guides Portal* (Japan)
*UNICAT* (China)
*UKIRA - UK Information Resources on Asia*
Web Japan
古事類苑データベース (Japan)

Language

Chinese character to pinyin converter with pronunciation
Chinese Language and Culture
Chinese tests
English-Chinese Online Dictionary
Free Japanese Lessons
Japanese language learning tools on Web
Learn Japanese Online
Online Chinese Tools
Practical Chinese Reader Books 1-3
Sougou Chinese keyboard input
Thesaurus Linguae Sericae

Literature

Chinese classics (hanji dianzi wenxian ziliaoku)
Chinese Literature Net (Zhongguo wenxue wang)
Chinese Text Project
Our art net (huge amount of full-text Chinese classics)
The National Diet Library digital resources – Classical texts

Historical photographs

Early Photography of Japan
Historical Photographs of China
Sydney D. Gamble Photographs
Visualising China 1850-1950: an interactive resource

Dissertations & Theses

Chinese History Dissertation Reviews
The National Diet Library digital resources – Doctoral Dissertations
National Taiwan Normal University electronic theses & dissertations

Organisations

British Association for Chinese Studies
British Association for Japanese Studies
British Association for Korean Studies
Center for Chinese Studies (National Central Library, Taiwan)
Chinese-Edinburgh
Chinese Linguistic Data Consortium
Confucius Institute for Scotland
Great Britain China Centre (Universities China Committee in London)
Hanban (Confucius Institute Headquarters)
Institute of Oriental Culture, University of Tokyo
Japan Foundation
Japan Society of Scotland
Korean Cultural Centre UK (KCC)
Korea Foundation
Scotland-China Association

Newspapers

Asahi Shimbun (Japan)
Asahi Shimbun AJW (Asia and Japan Watch)
Asia This Week
Chinese newspapers
Daily Yomiuri Online (Japan)
Japanese Newspapers
People’s Daily (China)
South Korea Newspapers
Taiwan Newspapers
Yomiuri Online (Japan)

Research methods

Japanese Research & Bibliographic Methods for Undergraduates – a complete course

Tools

Chinese to Pinyin Converter
Japanese Calendar Converter
Pinvin to Wade-Giles / Wade-Giles to Pinyin Conversion Table
Western-Chinese Calendar Converter